Welcome to the Bodleian Libraries. There's plenty of choice of where to study and library staff are available to support your studies and research. Watch our Welcome Video to learn more [www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/welcome](http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/welcome)

For libraries' opening hours, contact details, and further information, please see [www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk](http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk)

Subject and research guides can be found at [libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk)

SOLO

Use SOLO to search for printed and electronic books, journals and other materials in Oxford Libraries. SOLO covers the Bodleian Libraries and most College and other Libraries associated with the University. To access SOLO visit [solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk](http://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk) or for more information see [libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/solo](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/solo)

DATABASES & EJOURNALS

Databases may be accessed via SOLO or from the Databases A-Z which lets you browse lots of databases by subject and highlights new/trial databases [libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/az.php](http://libguides.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/az.php). Individual ejournals may be accessed via SOLO or from BrowZine at [browzine.com/libraries/1704/subjects](http://browzine.com/libraries/1704/subjects). From the BrowZine website choose your library ‘Bodleian Libraries (University of Oxford)’, sign in with your Single Sign On, then search for journals, browse content and access articles.

BODLEIAN iSkills

Bodleian Libraries run a range of workshops in information discovery and scholarly communications. Workshops cover search skills, reference management tools such as RefWorks, current awareness, measuring impact, open access publishing, research data management and more. For full details check the timetable at [www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops](http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask/workshops)

ASK A LIBRARIAN

Use our live chat service or email Reader Services to get help with any problems or questions you have about using the libraries. For full details see [www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask](http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ask)